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Aishwarya Vedula
Cherita

an afternoon

I count the

shadow of the railing

to distract myself

from the heat



Ayesha Jamal
Wings, But No Home!

Aching wings, tearful eyes
Higher than the clouds
But nowhere to go
What once was their home
Is now an empty womb

Every evening we see them
Flying high in the sky
But where are they headed to?
To home?
What home?
Where now, you are standing peacefully
And taking pictures of them
Just to hang them on walls
Yet again,
Built over the ashes of their home

And then,
Sitting comfortably on your couch
Telling your son how to make paper boats
You say, you miss your native!
You say, you are homesick!

Then what would you say
About those feathered friends



Who have been deserted
And forced to live in solitary
Who do have wings but no freedom

Who look fearless and audacious
But their eyes have deep panic
Their heart fear for life
What will they be homesick for?
They don’t have homes at all



Fight! Fight, My Friend!

We live in a world
Where dawn is darker than the night
Each and every person are a living volcano,
erupting hatred
Their hearts are sealed with enmity
And eyes red from the blood of morality
hands hovering around the throat of
basic human rights
Where oppressors are forced to cut o� their tongues
And throw their dignity, their self respect
in garbage trunk
Where harassers and victim have same dictionary
but with di�erent meanings

That is the time when few even minded people
Emerges from the core of the earth
Their feet steady as mountain
and soul burning for justice
They �ght
Fight like a martyr
Until the symbol of peace

Is given back to the DOVE bird
Until sky ceases to cry
And sun takes back its curse
Until there is no more blood stained letters



No more hands with an old photograph of a kin
Until dreams break free from its chain
And world is entrusted to its creator again

Because civil liberties
Is not someone’s father’s estate
Fight for it
Struggle for it
And snatch away what’s yours



Moon and Melanin

My mother used to say excess of anything is bad, so I hate excess
Be it excess love, excess hatred or excess melanin.
But as melanin found refuge under my skin
I started growing nails
Because anything white is considered beautiful
Beauty, ashamed, standing in the witness box, said,
I love black dress! That&#39;s my favorite colour

I stared towards moon,
It’s skin lack melanin
My gaze, intense, sharper than a knife
Cutting it little by little
From full to half to crescent

Does beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder?
Or does observer has erroneous de�nition of beauty?
My questions like stars, stuck somewhere in the sky
Still traveling in search of an answer

And as I grew up, I found,
That Melanin has its own battle to �ght
Though it has a roof of our skin but is never welcomed
Though her heartbeat is synced with ours, making us inseparable, but is never accepted

That white and black are not beauty standards, but, mere colours
If one is beautiful



Then other is the one who gives birth to the beauty.
That we admire beauty but fail to acknowledge the instigator
Like Lotus, which is de�nitely adored,
but mud is consigned to oblivion
And Moon is cherished,
but night remains unappreciated.



In Pursuit of Another World

I am a dictionary with blank pages
Creating my own word everyday
Don’t call me a rebellion
For I am an explorer, a discoverer
In search of a world
That has been extinct

A world where liberty doesn’t only hug the girl in little black dress
But also opens his arm for the girl in;Burqa
Where cloth is just a fabric, that is adored, and praised for its quality and delicate work
And not criticized for its color or length
Where sunlight is formed from the fusion of choice and freedom
Giving everyone the freedom of choice
To soak in, to decide
“How much to cover”
“How much to expose”

Don’t confuse me with the color that I wear
For I have my house built on the wings of butter�y
And rainbow play in my garden everyday
With the black tulip that my mother planted few weeks ago

Don’t judge me from the length of my dress
For I have conquered hearts in a ji�y
And have footprints on the air you inhale and the water you drink.



Everyday dawn comes with an envelope in his hand
A letter, con�rming the existence of the world,
I am looking for
Attesting that it’s not extinct yet
But is at the verge of extinction
So I built a sanctuary in my poetry
For it to be preserved
Like my thoughts, conserved and kept alive in its meaning
For people to visit
By reading
By appreciating

And I?
I am still in the pursuit of that world
Whose re�ection can be felt
Under the fading moon
And the blooming Sun



My City and its Children

My city is a pupae wrapped in a cocoon of smoke
Un�nished ‘Duas’ roam around like a vulture hovering over a dead body
Blood is spilled like water here
And face is adorned by tears

Here, sound of bombardment is louder than the voice of people talking and merrying
Atmosphere is captured by the smell of grenades
And misery, Hopelessness, and melancholy grow on trees here
Here soil doesn’t have sweet scent but a metallic smell of blood
Streets doesn’t have children playing and enjoying
But the stories of lost childhood roam around, crying and pleading to be heard
Here freedom is costlier than a diamond
And life is cheaper than the air we breath

Children here are embodiment of distress, su�ering and a�iction
Their eyes speak the language of grief
Their tongue rolled down to the throat
Unable to express their �eriness
Their hands shiver upon holding a pen
For they are habituated to the touch of Bullet shells
Their stomach doesn’t have butter�ies
But is a dead skin that doesn’t feel anything
No hunger, No anxiety
Their bed is ruins of buildings and roads
Their mind, like robot continuously rant some prayer



Do you think they are full of pity?
May be they are!
But they are courageous
For they do not fear martyrdom

They might look grief-stricken
But they are hopeful that one day, they too will dance in the rain, that won’t leave
red stain on their shirt

Children here too have dreams
But they are di�erent from others
They dream of breathing in the air, that doesn’t choke their wind pipe
Playing in the street that is not covered with blanket of half burnt bodies
Dance in the rain that’s neither red nor blue
They dream of growing up with their parents,
going to school, having friends.

Children of my city are not ordinary
For they know,
If they come out of this alive,
They have to build a place
A country! A world!
Where freedom is mandatory for all
Where peace and tranquility are not just a word in dictionary,  but a reality
Where people lives are valued and celebrated
And childhood is preserved Like pearl in the deep sea!



Past in My Palm

My palm is a crumpled paper
It has lines like creases, Curvy, wavy
Because of holding the past, too tight
And for too long
Instead of fate written all over it
It has sculptures of harrowing memories
Carved in the shape of a cemetery
Everyday I visit its grave
Not with a �ower in my hand
But with threads and needles
To sew its crack
From where it keeps coming back
To horrify me everytime I endeavour to smile

My heart is nothing but a shroud of those unpleasant memories
Soaked in the river of grief
Whenever I attempt to rinse it
It leaks a salty liquid through my eyes
And leaves a colourless soot of melancholy on my face

What do you call a person whose �esh lies right next to you
But soul stuck in the past?
Desperately looking for an escape
For a tunnel to crawl back to present?
Time often come in my dreams
With an ointment in his hand
Tubes over tubes are emptied
But wounds still feel fresh
Salvation still waves from a distance



While the whole world seems to be moving with the speed of light
Light forgot to set foot in my heart
May be universe has disowned me as it’s creation
And history is erasing every footprint,
every mark of me
May be world is too negligent to notice the person
Dying of claustrophobia under the vast sky
Or may be I am fearful enough to con�de in “ashraful makhluqat1”??

1 Ashraful makhluqat - The best among all the creations of God i.e Human being



A Conversation with David Russell

by Harsimran Kaur, Editor-in-Chief

Photo Courtesy: David Russell

David Russell b. 1940 is a resident of the UK and a writer of poetry, literary criticism, speculative �ction and romance. His main poetry collections include
Prickling Counterpoints (1998), and An Ever River (The Palewell Press, 2018). He is also a singer-songwriter/guitarist. His main CD albums include
Bacteria Shrapnel and Kaleidoscope Concentrate. He edits Poetry Express Newsletter, online magazine produced by Survivors Poetry and Music.



Kaur: It’s a pleasure to discuss with you your book of poetry, An Ever River. The book comprises a distinct genre of environmental poetry.
What has your relationship with the environment been like and how do you think it has evolved over time?

Russell: I have always appreciated it, and admired it at a distance. In my 20s I was deeply a�ected by Edward Hyams’s Soil and Civilisation. This led me to
strong feelings about human greed ravaging the planet and creating deserts.

Kaur: I particularly enjoyed reading Clouds. I like how it ends with a question. It makes you pause and wonder, something that I’ve always
admired about great poems like such. The same could be found in Antarctic Depths. The unexpected metaphors and language weave a sense of
self throughout most of the poems in the collection. From where do you think this originates?

Russell: I guess I’ve always wanted my reach to exceed my grasp. The depths of Antarctica and the heights of the clouds are out of reach, inaccessible – that
magni�es my fascination with them, and forces my imagination to go where I physically cannot.

Kaur: An Ever River continuous in its natural hemisphere by being part of a whole, meandering through summer streams, carrying along
with a unique sense of beauty, often cited as �amboyant and tender. It inhabits a sense of self through Scorpian and Whale. Both of these are
“hard-hitting poems with a powerful attack on the human race, who must learn many lessons about other species” as Peter Geo�ery Paul
Thomson notes in his review. What are your thoughts on this?

Russell: Mankind has a massive capacity to pollute, to poison, to ruin, to exterminate. People should be pulled up with dreadful surprises to alert them to
the need for benign alternatives.

Kaur: In your poem Work out of Progress, you wrote, “writing is a sort of discarding stage/ Some sense comes from putting something/ out
into the void, the negative black.” I really liked your directness and straightforwardness in this. How did the idea of this poem originate and
how do you think the sharpness adds to the meaning of this poem?

Russell: I think this poem expresses every writer’s dilemma about composition – utterances feeling like groping in the dark, some statements immediately to
be jettisoned, some to be frozen and built on, initially impossible to distinguish.



Kaur: Many poets, poems and books of poems have expressed ecological concerns; but only recently has the term ecopoetry gained use. What
does ecopoetry mean to you?

Russell: I have for many years been a supporter of Green Peace; I am also in sympathy with many of the objectives of the Ecology/Green Party. The term
‘ecopoetry’ seems to have coincided with awareness of the desperate urgency of the Climate Change issue. I am delighted that it has expanded into a major
movement.



Dia Bhojwani
how do you lose someone who never existed? and other thoughts in the middle of math class

lover lover lover

transparent translucent toothless

i lose you a little more everyday

me, wilting like an abandoned plant

burning in the heat of the courtyard

you, the fruit slipping

overripe and lush o� me

lover lover lover

shapeless hapeless formless

i knew you in the womb

and when my mother was in her mothers

hundreds thousands millions of you

nestle curled in my cells

is that your heartbeat i feel

pulsing beneath my skin?

lover lover lover

poison, anathema, dagger



i have never met you

and i am wasting away

for the brush of a kiss

against my parched lips

(lover, lover, lover

i swear there’s no salt circle

no iron

no silver

just come home to me

come home

maybe the hollow the others left

was meant to hold you)



Evan Lucas
The Sea of Mediocrity

5/18/04

Today, I visited the Wendy’s on 23rd street. The storefront was dilapidated, slammed between a smoke shop and a deli whose hoagies left a
peculiar taste on the roof of your mouth. The building had seemingly been arrogated by cockroaches and rats, watching me as I walked past.

Even worse, the man who served me wasn’t all that enthusiastic about his job. If I were a severely underpaid teenager working in a Wendy’s for
8 hours a day, I wouldn’t be all that enthusiastic, either.

The burger was terrible.

5/23/04

Today, I was given a promotion. My boss, Vic, told me I was the only employee who showed up during their shift, so that boosted my
con�dence, I suppose. Vic claimed to be a self-made millionaire, gaining his immense wealth from being a product manager. I’m not quite sure

he knows what a product manager is. To be honest, I don’t know if he’s ever come in for a true, full day of work. But, hey, good to know my
boss is a troglodyte of questionable morals.

5/30/04

Today, my rent went up. That pretentious, unreasonable dullard I call my landlord decided he wanted an extra 10 bucks in his wallet. My
apartment, like the Wendy’s on 23rd street, had been arrogated by cockroaches and rats. The walls were �ssuring and cracking from the

interior, with very little furniture to �ll such a liminal space. In other words, my apartment was incredibly ostentatious. I decided to look
through my banking records in a poor attempt to meet the rent deadline. Peculiarly enough, my yearly income dropped ¼ the amount it was
before my promotion. A certain somebody must’ve decided to lower my pay grade and raise theirs- no chance in hell I’m going to meet the

deadline.



6/7/04

Today, I drove to my great uncle Mort’s wake in Albany. In order to pay this month’s rent, I sold my car to a man in Syracuse and swept my
apartment of quite literally everything but my bed. My coworker, Lynn, o�ered to drive me, but I'd much rather hitchhike along the highway
than sit in a car with her. Driving with Lynn was like driving with a statue of stone- complete and utter silence. One may de�ne silence as an
idyllic experience, but silence with Lynn was awfully eerie. This, in turn, left me with Vic. Besides his spontaneous, sporadic bursts of cusses

towards other drivers, I guess he wasn’t the worst option. Oddly enough, however, on the way there, he found a disliking towards my
sentiments on Mort’s archaic ideologies. Although he had never once in his life heard of the man, he took it upon himself to defend such

outrageous, barbaric views in a manifold of unnecessary insults. For the rest of the car ride, it was almost as if Vic had disappeared and Lynn
had taken his place.

Wonderful.

6/8/04

Today, I attended Mort’s funeral. I heard over 30 people were invited, but only four showed up. There we were, me, Vic, Mort’s widowed wife,
and another woman who I’d never once seen before, standing behind an Arby’s parking lot, in a church the size of your shed, staring at a

naked, wrinkly, pale man who lay in a co�n so minuscule he had to curl up into a ball. The priest never thought about showing up, so the two
women left to go home without paying their respects. Even if my great uncle Mort was a terrible man, he didn’t deserve to be shunned from
society and buried in the woods next to a highway. He didn’t deserve this. With only Vic and I left, we were tasked with carrying him to the

grave. I hated it. I really hated it. I really, really hated it. My boss refused to help me, claiming the dead man was my family member, not his- I
hated that too. I hated the fact that the town wanted nothing to do with Mort. I hated the thought of dying and being forgotten. I hated that
nobody bothered to put clothes on him or get him a co�n that wasn’t 50% o�. While Vic sat in his car eating a roast turkey ranch and bacon

sandwich, I dragged the dead body across the forest leaves and into a hole too small for his co�n. Then, we drove home and pretended nothing
happened. I hated that too.



6/31/04

Today, I was evicted from my apartment. Jesus Christ. I was evicted. My landlord knocked my door down and opened all of my drawers and
hunted for that money he so very desperately needed. He moved my bed and unscrewed my light bulbs and locked me out of my very own

home. I couldn’t allow such chivalry. I couldn’t let someone simply take my place. I had to do something about it. As I sat in the Wendy’s on
23rd street, staring into the apartment with my binoculars, I noticed something odd. Something peculiar. Something rather disheartening.

Lynn stood inside the very building, peering out the window. My coworker Lynn. The one who couldn’t drive any slower. The one with the
stupid glasses and the stupid hair and the stupid job title. The one who I simply could not stand. The one who had just bought the apartment

I was evicted from.

7/08/04

Today, Vic �red me. I don’t know what I did wrong. I walked through the front doors, he called me to his o�ce, and my �re was extinguished.
I didn’t question him, no, he had all the right to do so. I could only wonder why he did what he did, just as I could wonder what I could’ve
done better. I now have no job, though. No home. No income. I have no ups and downs to look forward to. I have nothing to �ght for and

nothing to fall for. I just wish to gain something. To feel something. I just wish to escape this sea of waves and monsters. I just wish there was
something I could do to not end up like Mort next to the highway or the man working in the Wendy’s on 23rd street.

8/3/04

Today, I didn’t do much. I sat for a little. I stood for a little, too. I would’ve taken a hike, but the pouring rain didn’t help. I was going to stop
by and see what Lynn had done with the apartment, but the torrential downpour didn’t help with that either. I decided to spend my day
under the roofs of Colonial Plaza, instead. Each and every store I walked into, though, was a bit too exorbitant for my taste- my budget, I

mean. As I made my way out of the plaza and onto the sidewalk, I noticed a beggar near the edge of the road. He held a cardboard sign up with
the words, “ANYTHING HELPS, VETERAN AND FATHER” written in sharpie. I couldn’t help but feel guilty when I strolled past him. I

spent the rest of my day thinking about that.



8/5/04

Today, I stormed through Vic’s castle. Much like my ex-landlord, I intended to leave his cobblestone walls in pure wreckage. I hoped to drain
his moat and poach the crocodiles swimming within. I needed the king to know his actions have rami�cations. However, the lady sitting at the
front desk viewed me as less of an intrepid warrior on an arduous mission, and more of an upset man with a complaint. She refused my entry,
but I persisted. I wasn’t going to become a jester- not here, not now. While she got up for her lunch break, I dashed for the elevator, repeatedly

slamming the button for the 3rd �oor. Once the doors opened, I calmly walked towards the king’s castle. The emperor’s palace. The
monarch’s citadel. As I marched into Vic’s o�ce, prepared to confront him, he stood up out of his seat. I proceeded to question him,

demanding to know why I had been �red. Instead of giving me an answer, or even responding to my abrupt entrance, Vic simply took a step
closer and pulled me in for a hug. I assumed it would feel like thousands of spikes penetrating my skin. I thought this was just a way for him to

permeate his poison throughout my body. But, however, there was no excruciating pain. There was a sense of comfort. I didn’t hate it, no, I
liked it. I liked the fact that there was no shouting. I liked the fact that Vic didn’t detest my presence or immediately banish me. I liked the fact
that for a few seconds, those very 5 seconds, time was stagnant. My pain was stagnant. My struggles were stagnant. Afterward, I had dinner at

the Wendy’s on 23rd street.
The burger wasn’t terrible.



Harsimran Kaur
We are the Orphans

Into the sea, we dive, into the sea we trust, into the sea we were born, into the sea, into the sea…

There’s an abalone deposited at the shore. It has the mother-of-the-pearl. Jenny and I don’t have mothers. Pauline says we were born from
nothingness. I don’t believe Pauline at all.

Pauline’s mother is an abbess. She is nice to Jenny and me. She gave us a tenner yesterday to buy some clementines from the street vendor
because we don’t have mothers.

We are �owing towards the impeccable sea, carrying the citrus euphoria left on our �ngers, making them sticky. We are about to deposit
ourselves in the embrace of the Blue. The Blue is endless. Everyone likes the Blue. The sky is vast, and there is no sun in the sky. The clouds
have formed over the tiny island we live in. In some other lens of my eyes, I could see nothing but Blue.

We are wet with nothingness. Jenny says the sea is an orphan. I say we are orphans. There are only two of us, face to face, with the sea.

*
The pomegranate tree at the top of the hill stares. We run towards it, losing our breaths. Jenny says she likes the pomegranate tree because she
can see the entire village and tavern from up there. It makes her feel she is a Pharaoh at the top of the hill. The Pharaoh of her kingdom. The
kingdom, where, many moons ago, there was a �re. And the �re became so hungry that it ate up most of the �elds and mothers and fathers.
Ask anyone who they are, and they will say they are the orphans.

*
It is summer. The planet is heating up. Abbess is dead. Pauline says she is sad. Jenny and I say we are orphans.

Jenny’s father works at the tavern. Jenny tells us that she plans to get a lottery ticket from the Old J and sail away from this quaint little isle.
Pauline says she doesn’t like the plan.

*



We have become dry with nothingness. It’s like drinking too much Ouzo2. But this time, it’s from too much heat. I say the �re will consume us
all, and that’s how the world is going to end. I say the world will end in �re. Jenny and Pauline say they want to swim. I say okay but don’t join.

Pauline was blonde, but she dyed her roots last week. Perhaps it’s because Abess is dead, and now she’s dead, she wants to do everything that
she asked her to do when she was alive.

I look at their sleek �gures tormenting the Blue. Pauline is paler than Jenny. In the magazines that Old J sells, the women are sleek and naked.
They are pale, their heads blurred, and they are always taking o� things from their insides. Just like them, Jenny and Pauline are tearing o�
their clothes and putting on their nakedness which is not going to come to an abrupt pause any soon. So they remind me of lemons and
cherries and ethereal ecstasy. Then, they kiss mouth to mouth. Then, Pauline is touching Jenny’s breasts. I look away.

*
Jenny’s father gives us a ticket to go to the theatre adjacent to Frank’s. I say I have cramps.
I have been giving them solitude – a move that only the Blue can appreciate. I’m carrying their little secret. They expect me not to whisper it.
*
There’s a cooper. He stares at the décolleté of my shirt every morn. I kind of want him too.
On Tuesday, I write him a note on the stationery I purchase from the corner shop.
He says he would like to see me around.
I say I’d like to see him around too. And then I say I am an orphan. He says his name is Blair.

*
The boat gybed from the south. Blair says he wants to show me ‘around.’ He says the sea is like his home. I ask him if he is an orphan, and he
tells me he is, and I say okay.

I let go of my shirt as soon as we are so away from the shore that the isle seems like a stickler of our imagination.

I’m aware that I haven’t worn anything underneath and that Blair stares at my breasts, shaped like oblong eggs, as he is rowing. I know he
swallows. He looks away after a while and stares into the fading Blue.

2 a dry, clear, anise-flavored aperitif that is popular all over Greece.



“You know our mothers and fathers are dead, right?” he says out of nowhere.
“Uhh…yes,” I say.
I wear back my shirt.

The boat has come too far from the shore. Blair stops rowing. He comes closer than he’s ever been and cups my face, and kisses me on my
mouth. He says it’s our little secret, and I say okay.

*
Blair has gone to the city. He calls me from a booth and says he has found work. I say okay. He asks me if I’ve told anyone. I say the sea knows
all our secrets. Then I hear him smile for the �rst time.

Maundering away from the booth, composing my thoughts in the sun ablaze, I spot Jenny and Pauline at a distance. I smile and ask them if
they’d like some pomegranates. They say yes, and then we run to the top of the valley, kindling, laughing, picking the most crimson one, and
sharing it in three parts. The juice of the pomegranate falls to the hem of Pauline’s white dress. Jenny licks it and then kisses her mouth.

*
Jenny says his father has purchased a lottery ticket from the city. I joke that she will soon be out of here. She says it’s nonsense, and at that,
Pauline smiles.

*
The crickets hum along with the beetles, and the sea urchins come ashore. Pauline has bought a radio from Old J. She asks me if I’d like some
music, and I say yes, without �inching.

She clicks a button, and the voice yells, but it’s not as strong as the whispers of the sea. Then we both stare into the darkling empyrean above us
because our mothers and fathers are dead.

After a while, I say I’m going to call it a day and that she need not worry about Jenny, who hasn’t come back from the city since her sojourn
this Monday.



But she says Jenny is gone.

I tell her it is nonsense, that Jenny will never leave us like that, but she doesn’t budge. Then she asks about Blair. I say he is an orphan too, and
she presses her mouth to a hard line and stares ahead into the sea.
Then she empties herself of the clothes that were sticking on her like clementines do on Jenny’s �ngers and stands in the evening sun, fully
naked like I’m not there. Like the intimate privacy of the crashing waves left her spellbound, and she wanted to get out of something.

Then she says she is born from nothingness too. Then, slowly and gracefully, she loses herself to the sea. I ask her what she does when she
misses abbess.

She says she comes to the sea.

To which, I say, we are the orphans.



Jassreet Kaur
Behind the Mask of Happiness

Everyone asked her,

“Why don’t you smile more often?”

Crying herself to sleep every night,

She couldn’t help but wonder

How did it feel to be happy e�ortlessly?

Engrossed completely in her dark world;

She looked for a hand to pull her out.

Lips sealed tight, devoid of correct words;

She wanted someone to hear that unheard voice.

They propounded her to do what pleases her.

Oh but what could she possibly do when she questioned her own existence?

It felt like drowning when she knew how to swim;

It felt like breathing with a plastic Bag over her mouth.

It was the physical weakness that everybody noticed,

But what about those butter�ies in the stomach that had lost their appetite

Or the pain that went directly into the throat?

She found peace in spiritual hands.

Struggling with stability,

She again wandered in false hopes,



Brooded over her dull future and shattered expectations.

It was even her, unaware of her condition, oblivious of psychological terms.

Were experts really the help she needed

Or could she be satiated by just a warm hug?

They gave her all what they could, but comfort.

And none compensated with,

The emptiness in the middle of an amazing moment;

The tiredness of being lethargy all the time.

Why did she complain if she brought this upon herself?

Why didn’t she scream If there was none she cared about?

“Su�ering is always personal.”, they said.

And that she had to �nd the light at the end of the tunnel, alone.

Finally she decided to write her mind,

Doubting if mere paper could bear the weight of her tears.

Thereafter made a verse depicting her suppression;

Alas leaving it on the readers to examine, was it really depression?



Pragna
Tragedy

Since the moment you moved out of our dreamland,
Taking that sword in your hands,
I was waiting still sitting in the trumpet creeper,
I feel like I am courageous,
Cause I was ready to wait for ages,
Though you told me that you will be back safely,
But still I was shaking endlessly,
I was waiting still sitting in the trumpet creeper,
Pearl dropped from those chocolaty brown eyes that I love to stare the most,
But I then think those pearls are useless and I hate them the most,
I was waiting still sitting in the trumpet creeper,
After so long, sitting on the grass feeding the birds playing with the little version of you and me gives me peace,
Which gave me a little reason not to leave,
You promise me you will return,
But I was still concern,
That sword you took still locked in the trunk as a memory of you,
Which makes me remind the day since I lost you,
I was waiting still sitting in the trumpet creeper,
With a beautiful memory of me and you,
Your little boy still loves you and always show that his father was the real man,
Looking up at the sky I always �nd you,
Sometimes as moon and stars or sometimes with clouds while smiling shiningly,
Because I still love you endlessly,
I was waiting still sitting in the trumpet creeper.....



Tanishk Gupta
C(AGED): A poem on racial discrimination

White, black, brown, yellow- shades of the same palette

The mighty painter hasn't a favourite hue

He drove the brush in a puddle of dyes

And sprayed the barren �elds with equal rules.

Animals- often mocked- don't toy with power and freedom

The proud man, spreads his wings; soaring so high

Ignoring the distance that builds between the skies and his Mother.

I ride the same �elds, inhale the same air

Munch the same nuts your sellers hoard

What then, propels your hatred?

Towards me, my men, my abode?

Label me a Pariah

For I come from a distant land

What di�erence does it make now?



When you and I build castles

In the same sand

Who's superior, who's inferior

If the same red oozes out of your �esh?

Fret not though, my fury won't turn into rage

Press me down, cu� me up

I'm still the owner of your cage!



(HEAR)TBREAK: A poem on heartbreak

Those pinkish twins, tender and soft

The symphony of childish delight

The muscle in the mouth you loved to engage

When in bed, enthralled the sight.

The scent of your soma, aesthetic and appealing

The smile exposing pearly whites

The walnut optics, emitting desire

The utter vivacity su�ce to smite

The curly silk with autumn pigment

I savoured to run my �ngers through

The enchantress I was endowed to be with

Renounced me with remorse and rue

A ji� doesn't drift without me having thought

The moments of euphoria: the blithe my princess brought



The monotony of anguish has wrecked my soul

A chunk of me was lost, I'll never be whole



(LIE)FE: Musings

Not every conundrum has an answer

Not every love has fame.

The drunkard intoxicates on a drink

But not every drink has a bad name.

Even naïves have emotions on the base

Content eyes have gloom under the face

The ones we sulk with, reprimand, and roast

Are in reality the ones we love the most.

Someone plead to God

Dear One, “Give me Death”,

God was in agreement but said

“What do I answer to the one,

Who prays harder for your breath?”

Not every bosom has a cruel heart



Not every eye has a nasty glare

Die down sometimes, candles with insu�cient wax

But not every time it’s the fault of the air.



DEA(R)TH

At the precipice, HE greets me

For years, I've asphyxiated

With a cloth of uncertainly

Warped around my brittle neck

Few wish to die, leave behind a graceful life

But oh, not many have lived

The way the incandescent

Tasted vengeance upon me.

It’s only fair

I had passed long ago

When my reason to live had warded o�

Staring now at the amicable clock

I've known unknown ecstasy

My �ngers, remain short, for counting my hours.



Zoey Rosensteel
Soap Time

As we went to the store
I asked you what soap I should get
You told me to get the kind that you always use
so it would always remind me of you
After I bought it, I made you promise not to break up with me.
You pinky promised
A few days later, you broke up with me
I’m glad you did, you never treated me well
Now I have a whole bar of soap in the scent of you
I would always scrub every day to get it to go away faster
It has been four months of scrubbing and there isn’t even a dent
Is this the universe trying to say you’re always with me
I soon watched the parts of you leave inside me
and suddenly the soap wasn’t you scented
it was a warm summer scent,
it was my hands and houses scent
every layer of soap that went down the drain you go
down the drain with it
Suddenly, I’m not scared of it
Suddenly it isn’t never-ending
Suddenly it’s soap
nothing more and nothing less



NOTES ON THE TEXT

We are the Orphans
This prose piece �rst appeared in The Incandescent Review, Issue 10.
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